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wine cellar

Give ‘em a choice!
John Girard, group GM of the Marco Polo
Hotels, says variety and affordability are
essential for any hotel wine programme

A

By Fred Tibbitts

good wine programme accomplishes many
purposes, including the reinforcement of a
hotel group’s brand positioning. What aspects of your newly launched wines-by-theglass programme ensure that this happens?
The fact that guests have a choice of 6 wines by the glass
makes all the difference to a good and effective wine programme. The answer is simple: choice and affordability. In
today’s competitive world, a hotel must give as much choice
as is available.

the reds, but French wines will always remain popular.

What are your most successful food and wine promoWhat is the most important factor for guaranteeing a tions?
successful hotel wine programme in Asia?
The French May promotion held each year in conjuncA consistently pleasing variety of new- and old-world wines, tion with the French Trade Commission at the Marco Polo
attractively presented and economically priced. Another Gateway’s La Brasserie restaurant is always a runaway sucvery important aspect is training – you have to have well- cess. Again, the success factor is affordable prices, great
trained, motivated staff who know their wines and love what wines and good food. Education about the wines offered is
they sell. This is a plus, and if one hotel is lucky enough to another attraction.
mix both attributes, it has a sure thing on its hands.
As a means of increasing sampling and, therefore, cusYou oversee all three Marco Polo hotels in Hong Kong, tomer satisfaction and the bottom-line, do you offer your
where you now have the same wines-by-the-glass pro- guests a two-ounce taste at a promotional price for any
gramme in all properties. Does this permit you to hold of your wines?
wine-training meetings for all three hotels at one time No, we do not, but that is a good idea and we will considand in one place, or do you still separate the hotels for er it.
wine-training basics?
We do both – because we are on the same street, we can Are server sales contests a good means of improving sales
hold consolidated wine-training meetings more effectively. and achieving better guest satisfaction? If so, what kinds
of contests have you tried in the past that were the most
Your wine menus are only in English; do you have many successful?
requests for a menu in Chinese, or do most of your cus- We have had contests in the past, and they have proved suctomers speak English?
cessful to some degree – the most important aspect is conThe majority of customers drinking wine speak English but, tinuity and a dedicated F&B director who really puts in the
with the China market expanding and becoming a very im- effort. Walking the talk wins in the end.
portant player, we should be looking at a Chinese version
in the future.
I understand you are using a wine-preservation system
that keeps your wines by the glass fresh for extended peWhat portion of your guests are Westerners seeking their riods. What is the reaction to that from your guests?
favourite types of wine and what portion are Chinese just They are always sceptical about wines by the glass because
beginning to experiment?
they do not trust the fact that the wine is actually fresh, and
Asian guests are very advanced when it comes to wines. they usually want to know when the bottle was opened. The
They love to experiment and they can afford very expen- fact that a preservation system is in place makes a world of
sive and well-represented wines from all over the world. difference and is the selling point that is most important.
The Western contingent probably makes up about 70% of
all buyers. Novice wine drinkers are attracted mainly by What is your favourite wine and why?
new-world wines, particularly from Argentina, Australia Mondavi cabernet sauvignon because it is the most consistand California, as well as Chile and New Zealand.
ently pleasing red available anywhere for the price. ❑
Would you say that your customers prefer the new-worldwine style of Australia, New Zealand, Chile and California to the old-world labels?
Guests are particularly fond of Californian wines, especially
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● Fred Tibbitts is a global wine consultant to some of

the world’s leading chain hotels and restaurants.
Email: fredbev@fredtibbitts.com

John Girard:
training.

